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Abstract: Alias analysis is one of the most used techniques that aim to optimize languages
with pointers. It is no surprise that this topic has received much attention in many fields including
compilation and program verification. However, despite all this attention, a deep study of its
state-of-the art shows that it is not handled satisfactorily, by far. In this paper we demonstrate
that, although many approaches have been proposed, we still cannot rely on alias analysis inside
compilers. We illustrate our statement with an overview of the capabilities of state-of-the-art
compilers.
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A-t-on besoin de nouvelles analyses d’alias ?
Résumé : L’analyse d’alias est l’une des techniques les plus utilisées pour optimiser les lan-
gages avec pointeurs. C’est donc sans surprise que beaucoup d’approches et d’analyses ont été
proposées, à des fins d’optimisation et de vérification de programmes. Cependant, une étude
approfondie de l’état de l’art montre que les résultats établis dans le domaine de l’analyse de
pointeur sont loin d’être satisfaisants. Dans ce rapport nous montrons qu’en dépit de toutes
les approches proposées, nous ne pouvons toujours pas compter sur les analyses d’alias dans les
compilateurs. Nous illustrons notre propos par une vue d’ensemble des analyses de pointeurs
dans les compilateurs actuels.
Mots-clés : Analyses statiques, Analyses d’alias, Optimisation, Compilateurs
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1 Introduction
Low-level languages like C are widely used to write embedded software and manage hardware in
order to make smaller or more efficient programs. They enable the programmer to finely adapt
their code to their hardware, so that it runs faster with minimum memory usage. Today variants
of the C language are still used to program on multicore or GPU machines.
However, since these languages lack abstractions and give the programmer ability to manip-
ulate memory, they are hard to program and are vulnerable to errors. To overcome this problem
and to help the user produce correct and optimized code, analysis techniques have been widely
investigated in both verification [20] and compilation fields [9].
In this paper we will mainly discuss the field of static alias analyses also known as pointer
analyses or points-to analyses that have been shown to be undecidable [32]. This kind of analysis
attempts to discover, statically (at compile-time), the possible values of a pointer at runtime.
Typically, this information is used to optimize programs or prove their correctness, which can be
done by eliminating dead code and null pointers, parallelizing, rescheduling, etc.
Many approaches that trade precision for speed, speed for precision, or even attempt to
balance between both, have been proposed and improved in time and space. However, we shall
demonstrate that despite all the attention this topic has received, today’s compilers still rely on
rudimentary and imprecise alias analyses, which provide conservative information insufficient to
generate efficient code.
The contributions of this paper are the following:
• an extensive study of the state-of-the-art approaches for alias analyses (Section 2) and their
use for compiler optimizations (Section 3);
• an experimental evaluation of strengths and weaknesses of current production C compilers
(Section 4);
• a discussion of the kind of information that would be useful for designing new pointer
analyses for compilers (Section 5).
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2 Alias analysis: context and related work
In this section, we introduce the problem of alias analyses and make an overview of existing
approaches. We show that the trade-off between precision and scalability is difficult to find,
especially when it comes to compiler optimization.
2.1 Problem statement
Alias analysis (or “pointer analysis”) is a technique widely used to perform, on languages with
pointers, transformations and optimizations such as parallelization [17] and code motion. It is
also useful for program verification such as detecting bugs due to array out of bounds accesses
[26, 37] and integer overflow [15, 38]. Some of alias analyses are performed for security and
performance enforcement [5, 28], deadlock or race detection [33, 14], memory errors detection
[7], etc. Such an analysis aims to disambiguate memory locations pointed by pointer variables
to find out whether they dereference overlapping regions or not.
At runtime, a pair of pointers may have the following behaviors, depicted in Figure 1:
• No Alias: p1 and p2 are disjoint. They do not reference overlapping memory regions. This
is the favorable case toward optimizations such as rescheduling and code motion, as we will
see in Section 3.
• Alias : p1 and p2 reference regions that overlap. In this case, we can distinguish between
partial alias where p1 and p2 overlap in some way but do not start at the same address
and must alias where p1 and p2 alias and start at the same address.
... ... ...
noalias
p1 p2
... ...
partial alias
p1
p2
... ...
must alias
p1
p2
Figure 1: Concrete representation of memory regions in case of no,
partial and must aliasing. Each  represents a memory slot.
The literature of alias analysis is abundant and much work have been done in the last few
decades. For a quite exhaustive bibliography, see for instance [12] and [21]. In this paper, we
shall be limited to related work that are the most relevant for our study of interest.
2.2 Static analyses of pointers
Historically, starting from Andersen’s work [1], static analysis for pointers has received much
attention [12, 9, 31, 37]. The current state-of-the-art shows numerous analysis approaches.
Constraint-based pointer analyses. Andersen [1] and Steensgaard [36] propose to compute
points-to sets (the set of variables that a given pointer can reference) by means of solving con-
straint systems. In these two algorithms, a set of constraints is derived from program statements
involving assignments, loads and stores. For instance, for any assignment a=b, the points-to
set of b is included in the points-to set of a (for Andersen), or the two points-to sets are equal
(for Steensgaard). Solving this set of constraints is done with efficient graph algorithms. The
output of these algorithms is not a comparison between pointers but a points-to set for each
pointer which would enable further use by means of alias queries. The main drawback of these
Inria
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algorithms is that they are not precise enough to properly handle pointer arithmetic: after the
assignment py=px+4, px and py are inside the same points-to set.
Pointer analyses by Model Checking. In [20], alias analysis information is collected by
means of model checking techniques. To do so, the relevant features of the C code is represented
as a finite state automaton and the alias query is translated into a property verified as a reacha-
bility problem. Although the performance in terms of verification time and in scalability seems
promising, we believe that such kinds of program transformation cannot be embedded in compil-
ers, in particular because tracking back information from results obtained after transformation
is tedious and error prone.
Shape Analyses. Shape analysis [35, 4], also known as storage analysis, is a kind of static
alias analysis mostly used to verify programs that perform destructive updating on dynamically
allocated storage. Its goal is to give, for each program point, a finite and conservative character-
ization of the possible shapes of program data structures allocated in the heap. A Static Shape
Graph (SSG), which is a finite, directed and labeled graph, is computed at each program point to
approximate stores done during execution until this point. The SSG, where nodes are structures
and edges are pointers, is used to check memory safety (looks for memory leaks), and to find
out of bounds accesses and discover properties of linked data structures dynamically allocated.
Graphs are used to model program stores. Much attention has been paid to this technique in the
last decade. However, the effort has mainly been done on precision issues. The state-of-the-art
[18] is able to express complex properties about graph structures, but the current version of the
analyzer only deals with tiny programs (20 to 30 lines of code). However, this kind of analyses
are too greedy in terms of memory resources to be embedded in state-of-the-art compilers.
An example of application to verification: array out-of-bounds check. A violation of
memory safety in C leads to undefined behavior that may lead to incorrect program or even a
non-termination. One form of memory violation is array out of bounds access. To avoid this
bug, many alias analyses [26, 37] have been proposed. In [26] the analysis tracks valid references
from array base pointers to avoid out-of-bounds accesses. Example 1 illustrates this approach.
Example 1 Consider the program shown in Figure 2. After renaming variables, we let pi = p +
i at line 5 and pj = p + j at line 6. W designs the function that maps a pointer to its addressable
offsets. The static analysis detailed in [26], proves that W (p) = [0, N − 1], W (pi) = [0, 1] and
W (pj) = [−1, 0]. In other words, this analysis tells us that pi for instance can safely dereference
addresses from 0 to 1 and that the largest addressable offset from p is N-1. Therefore, we no
more need to add runtime checks [22] to guarantee the safety of memory accesses.
2.3 Complexity and scalability of pointer analyses
As in other fields of static analyses, the different pointer analyses that have been proposed can
be classified depending on the kind of information they track and the type of abstraction they
do.
Historically, the two success stories of pointer analyses, namely Andersen’s and Steensgaard’s
algorithms [1, 36], are flow-insensitive. Information concerning pointer aliases are gathered and
merged at join nodes. Clearly, these kinds of analyses are cheaper than analyses that take the
control flow into account, such as [41, 25, 11]. However, in programs with arbitrary pointer
dereferencing, precise flow-sensitive as well as flow-insensitive analyses algorithms have been
shown to be NP-hard [16, 13].
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1: unsigned N = read()
2: int∗ p = malloc(N)
3: int i = 0 ; int m = 0 ; int j = N-1
4: while i< j do
5: p[i] = -1
6: p[j] = 1
7: i++ ; j- - ; m++
8: end while
9: p[m] = 0
Figure 2: Example for out-of-bounds memory analysis.
As far as precision is concerned, the analyses may also consider the different calling contexts
of a given procedure. This again has a cost [27], depending on the length of the calling chain
taken into account.
When a pair of pointers is within an alias set but pointers are disjoint and don’t dereference
overlapping memory regions, the algorithm is said to be imprecise. Therefore, many optimizations
might be disabled while they are possible and beneficial. However, the cost of a given analysis
is growing with its precision.
The efficiency of alias approaches do not generally refer to the quality of their output but with
to speed and to the number of instructions and lines of code that they can handle. Depending on
which criterion is privileged, different algorithms have been proposed to be precise or scalable,
or claim to handle this trade-off [11].
As far as we know, apart from the classic Andersen and Steensgaard Algorithms for points-to
sets, none of the algorithms we cited before has been implemented in production compilers. The
recent advances in static analyses for compilation [26, 3] have shown that sparse analyses, which
assign information only on variables, scale better [6] than dense analyses. These later also assign
information on variables in addition to program points, hence the complexity is higher.
2.4 Static analyses with runtime checks
Hybrid analysis [34] gathers information during compile time and use them at runtime to decide
whether an optimized version can be used. The goal is to reduce time and memory overheads.
An example of a hybrid analysis is given by Example 2.
Example 2 Recall that the information needed to optimize the program in Figure 3a is that
there is no aliasing between pointers at lines 5 and 6. Given this information, we can parallelize
the code, which gives the program in Figure 3b. Since in this case, the value of N cannot be
known at compile time, a decision could not be made based on only static analysis which would
conservatively answer “may alias”. The hybrid analysis technique given by [34] applied to the
original program generates the test N < 84 at compile time and asserts it at runtime.
2.5 Dynamic analyses
Incomplete control-flow and input information or high complexity of the analysis decreases the
efficiency and accuracy of static analyses. Consequently, compilers are less able to perform
optimizations. To improve the quality of the results of alias analysis and to increase its efficiency
while avoiding memory overheads, dynamic analysis [23, 10] techniques have been proposed.
These techniques attempt to gather pointer values at run time and check their aliasing during
Inria
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1: int i = 0
2: int N = atoi (argv[1])
3: int∗ p = malloc (N/2 + 42)
4: for i= 0; i < N/2; i++ do
5: p[i] = i
6: p[i+42] = N− i
7: end for
(a) Example that illustrates the need to hybrid anal-
ysis.
1: int i = 0
2: int N = atoi (argv[1])
3: int∗ p = malloc (N/2 + 42)
4: if N < 84 then
5: for all i < N/2 do
6: p[i] = i
7: p[i+42] = N− i
8: end for
9: else
10: for i= 0; i < N/2; i++ do
11: p[i] = i
12: p[i+42] = N− i
13: end for
14: end if
(b) Optimizing with hybrid analysis.
Figure 3: Hybrid Analysis.
the program execution. The information gathered during executions, namely, the taken paths
and the memory actually accessed, contributes to make the analysis more precise on the tested
inputs.
Comparing two pointer addresses takes only one cycle and thus, for one execution, dynamic
alias analyses should be faster than static ones. However, results of dynamic analyses are specific
to that execution since it is input-dependent. It can not be generalized to other inputs and
analyses and optimizations should be done for each input.
Compared to static analysis, which is done once (at compile time), the overall overhead of
dynamic analyses can be more significant. The reader may refer to [8, 24] for further comparison
between static and dynamic analyses.
2.6 Our setting: scalable correct static analyses
Since we are interested in safety analysis and code optimization, we are interested in conservative
analyses: a positive answer “no, they do not alias” will guarantee that the two pointers never
overlap during execution. On the contrary, these analyses may fail to disambiguate some pairs
of pointers (returning a “may alias” answer), even if there is no execution where the two pointers
actually access the same block. Transformations and optimizations will not be enabled with
“may alias” to stay safe.
Generally static analysis algorithms provide an imprecise analysis compared to the dynamic
ones since they aim to be conservative thus give a safe estimation of pointed locations. In this
study, we will only focus on static analyses.
Correctness is also considered as a mandatory condition. Correct alias algorithms are those
without false negative answers, which means two pointers are said “no alias” when they do. As
demonstrated by [39], this condition is often compromised but not usually detected.
We are also concerned by scalability issues. As we are dealing with compilation optimizations,
we cannot pay too much for an alias analysis. Some of the previous approaches, designed for
several verification contexts, have been shown not to be scalable. We expect that the algorithmic
behind alias analyses for compilers should not be too costly in order to scale well. Memory is
also an issue.
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3 Applications of alias analyses inside compilers
As we have seen in Section 2, alias analyses are proposed and used for verification and optimiza-
tion. Inside compilers, they are mostly used to perform transformations on source code, leading
to many optimizations. In this section, we make an assessment of some optimizations that are
clients of alias analyses. We provide examples in which we illustrate the need for alias analysis
for more efficient program optimizations.
3.1 An application domain: program optimization.
Alias analysis for loop code motion Code motion consists in interchanging some statements
or moving others. This optimization is beneficial especially in loops where loop invariant code
motion (Licm) allows removing unchanged statements from the loop by hoisting or sinking them
and therefore to avoid useless executions. Code motion is also used to improve data locality and
optimize memory and cache accesses.
1: int∗ p = malloc (2*N*sizeof(int))
2: int ∗p1, ∗p2, ∗a
3: ∗p = 8; ∗a = 10
4: p1 = p + N
5: p2 = p + 2 × N
6: while p2 > p1 do
7: a = ∗p
8: ∗p2 = 4
9: p2- -
10: end while
(a) Example for possible loop invariant code motion.
1: int∗ p = malloc (2*N*sizeof(int))
2: int ∗p1, ∗p2, ∗a
3: ∗p = 8; ∗a = 10
4: p1 = p + N
5: p2 = p + 2 × N
6: a = ∗p
7: while p2 > p1 do
8: ∗p2 = 4
9: p2- -
10: end while
(b) Example 4a with hoisted load
Figure 4: Optimizing a program with code motion given a no-alias information.
Program snippet in Figure 4a shows a loop with a read from p and a write in p2. Clearly ∗p
is never changed inside the loop since we don’t write in p, and p and p2 access disjoint pieces of
memory. Thus, an analysis that provides these information would enable optimizing the loop by
hoisting the load from the loop. Such an optimization (Figure 4b) saves a variable write and a
store at each loop iteration.
Alias analysis for automatic parallelization Parallelization can be done within loops or
between procedures using threads but in both cases we need alias analysis information to detect
data race freedom.
Figure 5a shows a procedure Parallel that fills, in each loop iteration, two values in p,
an integer array. Let pi = p + i and pN = p + N − i denote the array accesses at lines 4 and
5 respectively. Since i < N2 , writes in pi and pN are always independent and can be done in
parallel. Provided this “no alias” information, one can optimize this code to parallelize the loop
which would give program in 5b. In some cases, for instance for the program depicted in Figure
7, an inter-procedural alias analysis is required to detect the absence of data-races between the
two Fill_table calls at line 12 and 13. An automatic parallelization is then possible.
Instruction rescheduling. Rescheduling code means interchanging some of its statements.
This option can be profitable to improve data locality, or to enable further optimizations.
Inria
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1: procedure PARALLEL(int∗ p, int N)
2: int i = 0
3: for i = 0; i < N/2; i++ do
4: p[i] = i
5: p[N− i] = N− i
6: end for
7: end procedure
(a) Example for possible parallelization.
1: procedure PARALLEL THREAD(int∗ p, int N)
2: int i = 0
3: for all i < N/2 do
4: p[i] = i
5: p[N− i] = N− i
6: end for
7: end procedure
(b) Parallel procedure parallelized after no alias
analysis results.
Figure 5: Use of no alias result for parallelization.
1: procedure RESCHEDULE(int∗ A, int∗ B, int∗ C, int L, . . . )
2: int i; int j; int k
3: for i = 0; i < L; i++ do
4: B[i] = var
5: end for
6: for j = 0; j < 2L; j++ do
7: A[ j] = ...
8: end for
9: for k = 0; k < L; k++ do
10: C[k] = B[k]
11: end for
12: . . .
13: end procedure
(a) Initial Reschedule procedure.
1: procedure RESCHEDULE(int∗ A, int∗ B, int∗ C, int L, . . . )
2: int i; int j; int k
3: for j = 0; j < 2L; j++ do
4: A[ j] = ...
5: end for
6: for i = 0; i < L; i++ do
7: B[i] = var
8: end for
9: for k = 0; k < L; k++ do
10: C[k] = B[k]
11: end for
12: . . .
13: end procedure
(b) Procedure Reschedule after rescheduling.
1: procedure RESCHEDULE(int∗ A, int∗ B, int∗ C, int L, . . . )
2: int i; int j; int k
3: for j = 0; j < 2L; j++ do
4: A[ j] = ...
5: end for
6: for i = 0; i < L; i++ do
7: B[i] = var
8: C[i] = var
9: end for
10: . . .
11: end procedure
(c) Optimized Reschedule procedure.
Figure 6: Using alias analysis for rescheduling.
Figure 6 shows a procedure Reschedule that fills data in two tables A and B, then copy B
into table C. Since B is written in the first loop and then read in the third loop, interchanging
the first and second loop would improve data locality. Such an optimization is only valid if A
and B are disjoint tables and values of B are never rewritten by those of A, which is implied by
a non-alias property between A and B. If this is the case, the program can be rescheduled into
6b and even further optimized by a loop fusion in 6c.
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1: procedure FILL TABLE(int∗ p, int n1, int n2)
2: int i; int∗ p1
3: for i = n1; i < n2; i++ do
4: p1 = p+ i
5: ∗p1 = i
6: end for
7: end procedure
8: procedure MAIN(int argc, int∗∗ argv)
9: assert atoi(argv[1])<atoi(argv[2])
10: int∗ p = malloc (2 × atoi(argv[2]))
11: int∗ q = p + atoi(argv[1])
12: spawn FILL TABLE (p, atoi(argv[1]), atoi(argv[2]))
13: spawn FILL TABLE (q, atoi(argv[2]), 2 × atoi(argv[2]))
14: end procedure
Figure 7: Example for data
race freedom detection
1: procedure SORT(int∗ v, int N)
2: int i = 0
3: int j = N - 1
4: while i< j do
5: if v[i] > v[ j] then
6: int tmp = v[i]
7: v[i] = v[ j]
8: v[ j] = tmp
9: end if
10: i ++
11: j - -
12: end while
13: end procedure
Figure 8: Pentagons analysis
for parallelization.
Dead code elimination. Dead code elimination optimization consists in removing useless
statements (generally assignments) such as overwritten variables or writes that are never read.
Let us consider again the program of Figure 6a. We now suppose that B and C must “alias”.
Recall that must alias pointers start at the same location. Hence, these is no need to fill in table
C in the third loop at line 9 because it is already done in loop at line 3 which fills table B. Loop
at line 9 could be removed (the number of iterations is the same in both loops so the same fields
are filled in).
3.2 Conclusion: a need for specialized information about pointers
As we have seen, alias analysis could be used to perform numerous optimizations on C code
such as code motion and parallelization. Inside compilers, roles are divided into optimization
passes that transform the program, and analyzing passes that perform analyses, including alias
analysis.
However, optimizing passes are just clients of analysis passes that should provide them with
the necessary information. Otherwise, transformations could not be done even though the anal-
ysis is correct and precise. In other words, analysis and transformation passes should speak the
same language. In addition to the four types (at most) of alias response (may, must, partial alias,
and alias), the compiler might need extra facts such as relations between variables and variable
offsets (lower and upper bound).
As an example, in Figure 8, an analysis which do not track relationships between i and j
may fail to infer that all v[i] and v[j] never refer to the same array accesses inside the loop.
Pentagons [19] is an abstract interpretation based algorithm that tracks “less than” relations
between numerical variables (here, i and j, in addition to their value ranges). We think that
such “semi-relational” analyses designed to fit particular optimization needs are promising and
deserve to be further studied.
Inria
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4 Experimental evaluation of pointer analyses inside state-
of-the art compilers
Alias analysis output does not depend on whether its results would concretely be used for ver-
ification or optimization. However, what matters most is the efficiency and scalability of the
approach. In this section, we evaluate the precision of the current analyses inside production
compilers, and show that there is a huge gap between theory and practice.
4.1 C compilers: GCC, LLVM, ICC
Compilers are responsible for transforming abstracted programming languages into machine code.
A compiler includes three main components that process the input source file. These components
are: the front-end, the middle-end, and the back-end. The front end parses the source code and
generates an Intermediate Representation (IR), which will be analyzed and optimized in the
middle-end. Depending on the machine architecture, the back-end generates the machine code
based on the optimized representation.
In this section, we will study some of the production C compilers (CGG, LLVM, and ICC) to
show that the alias analyses inside compilers are far from being satisfactory. We show how these
three compilers handle the simple example of Figure 4a with the maximum level of optimization
(O3).
4.2 GCC
The GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) is a collection of front-ends of C, C++, Java among
others and their libraries. We are particularly interested in GCC, the C compiler.
In this section, we study assembly code generated by GCC 4.9.2 (gcc -S) when applied to
code snippet in Figure 4a with O3 optimizations. Simplified results are depicted in Figure 9.
The C compiler GCC at this level of optimization is able to know that the loop will be
executed at least once. Thus, it removes the assignment that associates 10 to a and instead
assigns to a variable stored in p, which is 8 at this stage of program. It then executes the loop
and, at each iteration, loads value of p and assigns it to a. As a conclusion GCC, even with -O3,
fails to disambiguate pointers p and p2 and does not hoist or sink the instruction a = ∗p outside
the loop. Optimization level O3 relies on the default alias analysis, which is type-based, that just
marks all variables of compatible types as aliasing.
4.3 LLVM
LLVM is the name of a research project at the University of Illinois. This project has contributed
to a collection of modular and reusable compiler and tool-chain technologies. LLVM has clang
as a front end which is a native C/C++/Objective-C compiler.
We now try to optimize the loop in program of Figure 4a using “opt” to activate LLVM
optimizer (version 3.8). A simplified Intermediate Representation (IR) of optimized byte code is
depicted in Figure 10. Similarly to GCC, LLVM which relies on the default optimization basicaa
(for basic alias analysis) fails to disambiguate pointers p and p2 and to provide the non-aliasing
information to the Loop Invariant Code Motion (Licm) pass to optimize the code and remove
the load from p2 from the while loop.
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1 . f i l e "code_motion . c"
2
3 . . . # %edx −> a ; %rcx −> p2 , %rax −> p
4 movl $8 , %edx # a = 8
5 movl $8 , (%rax ) # ∗p = 8
6 jmp . L3
7 . L6 :
8 movl (%rax), %edx # a = *p
9 . L3 :
10 movl $4 , (%rcx ) # ∗p2 = 4
11 subq $4 , %rcx # p2 − −
12 cmpq %r s i , %rcx # p2 >? p1
13 jne . L6 # i f p2 <= p1 jump to . L6
14 . . .
Figure 9: Simplified assembly code given by gcc -O3 applied to code_motion.c.
The boxed instruction stays inside the L6 loop.
while.body.lr.ph: ; preds = %entry
%add.ptr5 = getelementptr inbounds i32* %1 , i64 %conv
br label %while.body
while.body: ; preds = %while.body , %while.body.lr.ph
%2 = phi i32 [ 8, %while.body.lr.ph ], [ %3, %while.body ]
%p2 .010 = phi i32* [ %add.ptr5 , %while.body.lr.ph ], [ %incdec.ptr , %while.body ]
store i32 4, i32* %p2.010, align 4 ; *p2 = 4
%incdec.ptr = getelementptr inbounds i32* %p2.010, i64 -1 ; p2 --
%cmp = icmp ugt i32* %incdec.ptr , %add.ptr ; p2 >? p1
%3 = load i32* %1, align 4 ; a = *p
br i1 %cmp , label %while.body , label %while.end.loopexit
Figure 10: Simplified IR given by clang -O3 applied to code_motion.c. %1
designs pointer p and %3 variable a in the while body. Here again, the boxed
instruction is not hoisted out of the loop.
4.4 ICC
ICC is the Intel C Compiler. The main purpose of ICC is to make C programs run faster on
Intel architectures. We have tested code in Figure 4a using ICC 15 released in 2014. Simplified
assembly generated with -O3 optimizations is depicted in Figure 11. Highlighted code shows the
load from p which is kept inside the while loop. We conclude that Intel compiler is unable to
disambiguate pointers p and p2 and to hoist the load.
4.5 Restrict keyword
The restrict keyword is a C99 standard keyword that can be specified by the programmer to give
the compiler information about aliasing. In fact, it is applied to a pointer p to say that only p
or a pointer derived from it can access that memory region during its lifetime. Hence, if p is a
restricted pointer then, any access to p’s block must occur through p while p is alive. Otherwise,
we have an undefined behavior.
Let p and q be two pointers arguments of procedure f in Figure 12a. If f is not inlined, the
compiler is not able to optimize it even using an interprocedural context-sensitive analysis. In
fact, since linking is done after optimizations, optimizing a standalone function without keeping
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1 . . B1 . 1 2 : # Preds . . B1 .12 . . B1 .11
2 l e a ( ,% rdi , 8 ) , %r9
3 incq %rd i # p1 ++
4 negq %r9
5 addq %r8 , %r9
6 cmpq %rbx , %rd i
7 movl %edx , (%r9 ) # ∗p2 = 4
8 movl (%rax), %esi # a = ∗p
9 movl %edx , −4(%r9 ) # ∗( p2 − 1) = 4
10 jb . . B1 .12 # i f p1 < p2 jump . . B1 .12
Figure 11: Simplified assembly code given by icc -O3 applied to code_motion.c.
The loop has been unrolled by a factor of two. Another loop is also generated by
ICC where the load is removed but replaced by a = 8. The flow gets into this loop
as soon as p > p2 (which implies that p and p2 will never alias any more, since p2
is decreasing).
a trace of its unoptimized version would be incorrect in some other call contexts. Adding the
restrict keyword to procedure f is a declaration that programmers intent p and q to never alias.
No further alias analysis will be done by the compiler. Example 3 illustrates the benefit of using
the restrict keyword by showing simplified assembly codes of f and f_res using LLVM and -O3.
1: procedure F(int∗ p, int∗ q, int a, int b)
2: p[a] = p[a] + q[b]
3: p[a] = p[a] + q[b]
4: end procedure
(a) Procedure without restrict keyword.
1: procedure F RES(int∗ restrict p, int∗ restrict q, int a, int b)
2: p[a] = p[a] + q[b]
3: p[a] = p[a] + q[b]
4: end procedure
(b) Procedure with restrict keyword.
Figure 12: Syntax of restrict keyword.
Example 3 Figure 13 gives a simplified assembly code generated after LLVM O3 optimizations
applied to f and f_res in Figure 12. The compiler here associates %rdi to pointer p and %rsi
to pointer q. The main difference between 13a and 13b is two extra memory accesses (a load
and a store) done in 13a. In fact, with the restrict keyword, p and q are supposed not to alias.
Addresses (p+a) and (q+b) are then disjoint and any write in p[a] does not affect any read from
q[b]. Therefore, the compiler can optimize this code by loading only once the value stored in q[b]
and not storing the first sum (p[a] + q[b]) in q[a] since we have a write-write dependence. Extra
store and load are depicted respectively line 5 and line 6 in Figure 13a. Without such aliasing
information, the compiler is unable to perform this optimization. For the readability of Figure
13, the reader may note that lines 2, 4 and 7 in Figure 13a are equivalent to lines 2, 5 and 7 in
Figure 13b and correspond respectively to p[a].
Experimental evaluation of pointer analyses inside state-of-the art compilers GCC, LLVM
and ICC shows that these compilers fails in carrying out optimizations based on pointer analyses
for simple benchmarks. Some published techniques have probably tried to improve these results
and might theoretically succeed in optimizing them, but the fact that they are not added to
compilers and not available in the distributed version of compilers still shows a certain amount
of inefficiency.
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1 . t ex t
2 . f i l e "F . bc"
3 . g l o b l f
4 . a l i g n 16 , 0x90
5 . type f , @function
6 f :
7 . . . .
8
9 . Ltmp2 :
10 . c f i_de f_c fa_reg i s t e r %rbp
11 1 movslq %ecx , %rax
12 2 movl (%rsi,%rax,4), %ecx
13 3 movslq %edx , %r8
14 4 addl (%rdi,%r8,4), %ecx
15 5 movl %ecx, (%rdi,%r8,4)
16 6 addl (%rsi,%rax,4) , %ecx
17 7 movl %ecx, (%rdi,%r8,4)
18 8 popq %rbp
19 9 re tq
20
21 . . . .
norestrict.s
(a) Procedure without restrict keyword.
1 . t ex t
2 . f i l e "f_res.bc"
3 . g l o b l f_res
4 . a l i g n 16 , 0x90
5 . type f , @function
6 f_res :
7 . . . .
8
9 . Ltmp2 :
10 . c f i_de f_c fa_reg i s t e r %rbp
11 1 movslq %ecx , %rax
12 2 movl (%rsi,%rax,4), %ecx
13 3 movslq %edx , %rax
14 4 movl %ecx , %edx
15 5 addl (%rdi,%rax,4), %edx
16 6 addl %ecx , %edx
17 7 movl %edx, (%rdi,%rax,4)
18 8 popq %rbp
19 9 re tq
20
21 . . . .
restrict.s
(b) Procedure with restrict keyword.
Figure 13: Impact of using the restrict keyword on f. The highlighted code on the
left is unnecessary if we know that p and q alias.
5 Discussion
Toward new pointer analyses in compilers. As we saw, mainstream compilers still struggle
to distinguish intervals within the same array. Our study confirms that pointer analyses often
fail to disambiguate regions addressed from a common base pointer via different offsets, as stated
by Yong and Horwitz [42]. Field-sensitive pointer analysis could provide a partial solution to
this problem. These analyses can distinguish different fields within a record, such as a struct in
C [30], or a class in Java [40]. However, they rely on syntax that is usually absent in the low
level program representations adopted by compilers. We believe that actually implementing such
analyses inside production compilers is still a challenge.
A proposition for alias analyses with offsets. Recently, we proposed an analysis that
combines range analysis and pointer analysis [29]. The main idea is to disambiguate pointers
by comparing their base pointers and possible addressable memory offsets. We use an abstract
interpretation based algorithm where we compute offsets from abstract program locations. Our
analysis strongly relies on a preprocessing that computes parametric ranges of numerical vari-
ables. The solution that we have proposed is sparse and relies on Extended Static Single As-
signment E-SSA form [2] to achieve efficiency. Indeed, pointers are disambiguated within two
steps: the first step is a global analysis that allows disambiguating pointers in the whole program
by iterating and solving an abstract constraint system until achieving a fix point. A widening
operator is used to ensure convergence. The second step is a local refinement that permits to
disambiguate pointers inside loops.
Experimental results show that this solution implemented on the top of LLVM compiler is fast,
scalable (quasi-linear in the number of lines of code) and succeeds in disambiguating more pairs
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of pointers compared to basic alias analysis of LLVM. It was for instance able to disambiguate
pointers p + a and q + b in procedure F (Figure 12) without using the restrict keyword and to
remove the extra load and store as detailed in Example 3. However, our experiments show that
the new alias analysis enables less optimizations than what was expected. We therefore suppose
that a dysfunction between analysis passes and optimization ones is occurring and conclude that
what matters most is not the efficiency of the analysis and its scalability but information shape
provided to optimizing passes.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an overview of state-of-the art techniques for pointer analyses.
Although this topic has received much attention in the last decades, we believe that new analyses
remain to be defined to fit the special needs of optimization in state-of-the-art compilers. The
designers of such analyses should pay a particular attention to the actual implementation of the
compilers to design simple but efficient analyses. We also strongly believe that there remains
work to be done on client analyses that intensively use the results of alias analyses.
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